Adding Details

Three Useful Methods for...

1. Easy, oral, dialogic. The Arguer
   AHA JERK TALK
   I don't think so!
   It's not!
   No way!
   Done it!
   You're such a jerk!

2. QA12345. Just put the sentence in QA, and delete "Q."
   1. How do you know?
   2. Huh? What's that?
   3. How ELSE do you know?
   4. Huh? What's that?
   5. So the answer is...?

3. USE INTENTIONAL STROKES OF ANY COMBINATIONS

Writer's Craft
- action
- snapshots
- Thoughtshots
- dialogue
- pitchforking
- smells
- onomatopoeia
- Metaphors
- renaming
- book references

For details, see the Cornell Notes System of My Thinking, or Fun Size Academic Writing.
Revision Stations

After students have had experiences with pitchforking and back-dabbing, they are ready for these revision stations.

For a larger version of these, visit www.trailofbreadcrumbs.net. Brought to you by GretchenBemabei@gmail.com.